A complete set of generators for Straubing's dot-depth-two monoids has been characterized as a set of quotients of the form A*/ wCn, ,,,,, where n and M denote positive integers, A* denotes the free monoid generated by a finite alphabet A, and mCn,,,) denote congruences related to a version of the Ehrenfeucht-Frays& game. This paper studies combinatorial properties of the N~,,~)'s and in particular the inclusion relations between them. Several decidability and inclusion consequences are discussed.
Introduction
This paper deals with the problem of the decidability of the different levels of the dot-depth hierarchy and in particular with its second level. The problem is a central one in language theory. Its study is justified by its recognized connections with the theory of automata, formal logic a;ld circuit complexity. The method used relies on a game-theoretical approach that was introduced by Thomas [19] and used in [l-5] . In Section 1.1, we recall the basic definitions and well-known results concerning the dot-depth hierarchy. Section 1.2 includes the definition of the game that is used in the proofs of our results and Section 1.3 presents a summary of our main results in this paper.
Let A be a finite set of letters. The regular languages over A are those subsets of A*, the free monoid generated by A, constructed from the finite languages over A by the boolean operations, the concatenation product and the star. The star-free languages are those regular languages which can be obtained from the finite languages by the boolean operations and the concatenation product only. According to Schiitzenberger [14] , L c A* is star-free if and only if its syntactic monoid M(L) is finite and aperiodic (or M(L) contains no nontrivial subgroups). General references on the starfree languages are [9, 10, 121 .
Natural classifications of the star-free languages are obtained based on the alternating use of the boolean operations and the concatenation product. Let A*Y= Uk a oA*9'"k. L E A* is star-free if and only if L E A*Yk for some k > 0. The dot-depth of L is defined as the smallest such k.
The fact that the dot-depth hierarchy is infinite has long been known [6] , i.e. A*Yk+ 1 # A*Yk for every k (a proof, using games, is given in [20] ). The question of effectively determining the dot-depth of a given star-free language remains open. Simon [lS] has shown that one can decide if a given language has dot-depth one, and Straubing [17] gave a decision procedure for k = 2 but which works only for an A with two letters. Straubing conjectured that his algorithm works for an arbitrary A. Results relative to the characterization of dot-depth-two languages are the subject of this paper. 
V is the variety of aperiodic monoids. We have that, for L c A*, L E A*Y if and only if M(L)E V, for each k > 0, LE A*Yk if and only if M(L)E V, and, for k 3 1, II 3 1, L E A*Yk, ,, if and only if M(L) E V,, ". The dot-depth-two
problem reduces to characterizing effectively the monoids which are in V, but not in VI.
The Ehrenfeucht-Frai3se game technique
Our contributions related to the decidability problem of the dot-depth hierarchy were obtained by carefully exploiting the Ehrenfeucht-Fraisse game technique. This method was used by Thomas [ 191 to give a new proof of the infinity of the dot-depth hierarchy.
First, one regards a word w E A* of length ) w 1 as a word model w = ((1, . . . , w}, < w, (QI)aEA), where the universe (1, . . . . ) w I} represents the set of positions of letters in w, < w denotes the < -relation in w, and Qr are unary relations over { 1, . . . , ( w I} containing the positions with letter a, for each a E A. To any k-tuple fi = (ml, . . . , mk) of positive integers, where k >, 0, and any words u and u from A* corresponds a game F&(u, v) which is played between two players I and II on the word models u and u. A play of the game consists of k moves. In the ith move, player I chooses, in u or in v, a sequence of mi positions of letters; then player II chooses, in the remaining word, also a sequence of mi positions of letters. After k moves, by concatenating the position sequences chosen from u and u, two sequences of positions pr . . . pn (pi < ... d P,,) from u and q1 . . . qn (ql < ... < qn) from v have been formed where n=mi+ ... + mk. Player II has won the play if the two subwords (a word a, . . . a, is a subword of a word w if there exist words w,,, . . . , w, such that w = w0ulw1u2 . . . a,~,) given by the position sequences pi . . . p,, and q1 . . . qn coincide. One writes that u -m v if player II has a winning strategy to win each play of the game gfi(u, v). -* naturally defines a congruence on A*. The importance of -* lies in the fact that V, can be characterized in terms of the monoids A*/-(ml,..,,m,). Thomas [18, 191 and Perrin and Pin [Ill] infer that, for k >, 1, ME V, if and only if there exists ti = (ml, . . ..m.J such that M divides A* / -,+ or, more precisely, for k 3 1, n 2 1, ME Vk, n if and only if there exists * = (n, ml, . . . . mkml) such that M divides A*/-, (V, = (A*/-1 -2 -Cm,,..,,mt) for some(m, ,..., m,J> and V,,,= {A*/- ( -2 -(n,m, ,__., mx_l)forsomem, ,..., mk_,>). Hence the monoids A*/-* form a class of monoids that generate V in the sense that every finite aperiodic monoid is a morphic image of a submonoid of a monoid of the form A*/-*.
Decidubility and inclusion results
Reference [S] characterizes the dot-depth-two monoids of the form A*/wm: A*J-Cm,,...,mtj is of dot-depth two if and only if k = 2, or k = 3 and m2 = 1. This paper studies dot-depth-two monoids, and in particular the monoids A*/-(,, m) and A*/ -Cn, l,m). More specifically, in Sections 2, 3 and 4 we study combinatorial properties of the -cn, m)'s and -~~,i,~)'s and the inclusion relations between them. Studying properties of the -c~,~))s and -cn,i,,,;s sheds some light on the dot-depth-two syntactic monoids. Several decidability and inclusion consequences are discussed in Section 5.
Reference [3] shows that, for ) Al = 2, A, can be determined from the values of (A 1, n and m, and the 2-dot-depth of all the monoids of the form A*/ mCn, 1, ,,,) where 1 Al = 2 can be determined from the value of n. An upper bound for the 2-dot-depth of all the monoids of the form A*/-(, l,m) where I A I > 3 is given.
Section 5.2 deals with a conjecture of Pin. A special case of one of the results in this paper implies that a conjecture of Pin concerning tree hierarchies of monoids (the dot-depth and the Straubing hierarchies being particular cases) is false. More precisely, (8, A*} is associated with the tree reduced to a point. Then to the tree t= is associated the boolean algebra VC which is generated by all the languages of the form LioUlLtlU2 . . . a,Li,., with 0 < i0 < ... < i, < m, where, for 0 d j d r, LijE"y;,i. Pin [13] conjectured that Vt G VC, if and only if t is extracted from t'. Section 5.3 contains some results on equations. Equations are used to define monoid varieties. Abstract arguments show that every monoid variety can be ultimately defined by a sequence of equations. We give equations satisfied in the monoid varieties V,, n.
In Section 5.4, generalizations of the inclusion results of Section 4 to arbitrary -Cml,...,mx) are discussed.
The reader is referred to [8, 121 for all the algebraic and logical terms not defined in this paper. In the following sections, we assume IA 1 > 2 (unless otherwise stated). A+ will denote A*\ (l) , where 1 denotes the empty word; 1 WI, (WCX) the number of occurrences of the letter a in a word w (the set of letters in a word w); m,, . . . ,mk, nl, . . . , ylv, m, m', n and n' positive integers, Lx] the largest integer smaller than or equal to x and rx] the smallest integer larger than or equal to x.
Some basic properties of the congruences -rir

An induction lemma
This section is concerned with an induction lemma for the -c's. In what follows, if w = a, . . . a, is a word and 1 < i d j Q n, w [i, j] 
An inclusion lemma
This section is concerned with an inclusion lemma which gives conditions which insure -cnl ,.__, nk,) to be included in -cm ,,..., mk). A trivial condition is the following: k ,< k' and there exist 1 < iI < ... < ik < k' such that ml < n,,, . . ..mk < ni*.
Define
.M(mr,..., mk)=(ml+l)+~~(mk+l)-1. We can show that xN %,,...,mx) XNfl (N = JV-(rni, . ..) q)) and that N is the smallest n such that x" -(ml, . . ..%I x"+i for 1x1 = 1. It follows that if U, UEA* and u -(ml,,.,,m~) u, then 1~1, = 101, < _N(q,...,mJ or IuI~, JuI, Z N(ml,...,mk).
The following lemma follows easily from Lemma 2.1 and the above remarks. 
(m) positions
We give induction lemmas for the -cn, m) 's after defining the positions which spell the first occurrences of every subword of length < m of a word w (or the (m) first positions in w).
Let WE A+ and let w1 denote the smallest prefix of w such that wltl = wc( (call the last position of wl, pr); let w1 denote the smallest prefix of w(p,, [WI] The overlined positions of w are the (5) first positions in w.
The following facts hold. (~, v) . In a first round of games, one for each 1 d i < t, player I, in the first move, among pi1,. . .) pi,_ I, pi, chooses pin,, pi,.,, . . . , and pi for a total of at most n positions since m < nn'. In a second round of games, one for each pair (i,j) with 1 d i, j ,< t, for the first move, player I chooses among pi1, . . .) pi,_ ,) pi, pj,, . . . , pj,,, _ I, pj, put in linear order, the (n' + 1)th from the left, the (n' + 1)th from the right, the 2(n' + 1)th from the left, the 2(n' + 1)th from the right, . . . for a total of no more than n positions since N(1, m) < M(n, n'). More details follow.
If n = 1, consider the plays of the game 54 where player I, in the first move, chooses pi for some 
The proof is complete if we show the following:
(1) fi = Ij if and only if h' = l(i, and
(2) h < lj if and only iffy' < l>, for 1 < i < r, 1 < j < s.
We show (2) (the proof for (1) is similar). Assume that, for some 1 < i < r, 1 <j < s, fi < lj but f;' 3 1;. Consider the play of the game 9 where player I, in the first move amonghi, . . . , fi,_ 1, fi, lj, lj,,_ I, . . . , lj,, chooses the (n' + 1)th from the left, the (n' + 1)th from the right, the 2(n' + 1)th from the left, the 2(n' + 1)th from the right, . . . for a total of at most n positions. which are in u(r, r') be denoted by pi, . . . , pi, _ 1 (pi < ... < ph, _ 1). However, the word (of length < n') spelled by p;, . . . , pb,_ 1 is in u(r, r') but not in u(s, s') since by assumption h' 2 1). 0
The following lemmas are from [S] and give necessary and sufficient conditions for -(n, ,,-equivalence. such that
. < qz,)) be the (m) positions in u (v). u ~(1, m) v if and only if 0 t = t', a Q,"pz zf and only if Q,Vqi, a E A for 1 < i < t, and
Also, there exists 1, . . . , s,-1 E U(qi, qi+ 1) (which may be difirentfrom the positions which satisfy (l) , (2) and (3)) (sl < ... < s,_~) such that (l) , (2) and (4) 
. < r,-I) such that(l),
(2) and (3) hold (also (l) , (2) and (4) (5) and (6) Consider the example in Section 3.1:
The overlined positions of w are the (5)3 first positions in w.
The following facts hold. The purpose of this section is to find necessary and sufficient conditions for -c,,', m') to be included in -cn, ,,,). The proofs provide different winning strategies for either player I or player II. Lemma 2.2 implies that a necessary condition is Jlr(n, m) d N(n', m'). Applications are discussed in the next section. Proof. First, we show (1). It is sufficient to show the result for m = L(.N(n, n') -1)/2J The result is obvious for n = 1. Assume n > 1 and let u, u E A+ be such that u -(n, n,J v. There is then a winning strategy for player II to win each play of the game 9 = %(,,, n') (u, v). Let us show that u -urn) v by using Lemma 3. I) ). Assume Q,"p, u E A. We are looking for q E V(qi, qi+ i) satisfying Qzq. We consider the following four cases (the hypotheses JAJ = 2, or n # 2, or n' Q 2 will be used in case 4 only).
Case 1: pi and pi+ 1 are among the (m) first positions in u. First, assume that there [VI] since otherwise there would be an occurrence of the word (of length < n') spelled by pi, . . ..pi._ 1, pi+ 1 in u(s,-r, q) but not in u(r,_ 1, p) (the letter of pi+ I differs from the letters in u(pi,ml, p) since otherwise there would be contradiction with the fact that pil, . . . , pi, _ 1, pi + 1 spell the first occurrence of a subword of length < m in u); q # qi + 1 since otherwise Qiqi+ 1 and hence Qzpi + r, contradicting the fact that pil, . . . , pi, _ 1, pi + 1 spell the first occurrence of a subword of length < m in u (Qip and pi,_, < p < pi+ 1).
Otherwise, using fact 3 of Section 3, U(pi, pi+i) = 1 and there exist 1 ,< il < ... ,( i,_, = isuchthatpi,,..., pi,_ ,, pi+ 1 spell the first occurrence of a subword of length < m in u. In such a situation, we show that V(qi, qi+ r) = 1. TO see this, consider the play of the game '9, where player I, in the first move, chooses among PiI, ...> pi, -l, If n is odd, or n is even and n' d 2, we consider the play of the game 59 where player I, in the first move, chooses as in case 3. Using the same notations as in case 3, we show the existence of q in V(qi, qi+ 1) such that Qzq. We have that if rk = pi,,.,+,,, then ' For n odd, q < qi would imply an occurrence of the word (of length < n') spelled by I Pi> r2, . . . , vi6 in u(q, s') but not in u(p, r'), and q > q. , + 1 would imply an occurrence of the word (of length < n') spelled by pi, . . ..pL.-i,Pi+iinu(s,q)butnotinu(r,p)(here we use the fact that the letter of pi does not occur in n(pi, pj,_ ,) and the letter of pi+1 does not occur in U(pi,_,, pi+l)).
For ~1 even and n' < 2, r = pi and r' = pi+ 1. We have that s < qi and s' >, qi+ 1. s < qi would imply an occurrence of the word (of length < n') spelled by pi in D(S, s') but not in u(r, r'), and qi+ 1 < s' would imply an occurrence of the word (of length < n') spelled by pi + 1 in u(s, s') but not in u(r, r'). Hence s = qi and s' = qi + 1. u(r, r') -cn') U (S, s') implies the existence of qEv(qi, qi+ 1) such that Qiq.
If n is even, rz 2 4 and n' > 2, we consider the play of the game 99 where player I, in the first move, chooses among the positions piI, . . ..pi._,, pi, pi+ 1 the (n')th, the (2n')th, . . . , pi and pi+ 1 for a total of at most n positions since 1 + [m/n'1 < n. The same is true for the segment starting with the overlined ca-segment. Call the word which is -(*, ,)-equivalent to w, by w$ and the word "(2, ,)-equivalent to wh by wz. To see that w, and w& are -(2,,,)-equivalent, it is sufficient to show that wi and WI are -(z,,)-equivalent.
We distinguish the two cases where player I first picks 2 positions from wk or player I first picks 2 positions from WE. Note that (~b)~(*,"') -(,,,) (~b)~(*,")a and (~a)~(~,"') -trn) u(cu)"(*,~).
Case 1: Assume that player I has chosen 2 positions from w:. Player II will pick exactly corresponding positions in wi, except possibly when player I chooses one position from the u-segment and one from the v-segment of the underlined segment of wk. In this situation, player II will pick exactly corresponding positions in the uv-segment immediately following the underlined segment of wt. Case 2: Assume now that player I has picked his 2 positions from WE. Player II will pick exactly corresponding positions in w;, except possibly when player I picks one position from the u-segment and one from the v-segment of the underlined segment of w;, or the middle a from the underlined segment of wz. In the first situation, player II will pick exactly corresponding positions in the uuv-segment immediately preceding the underlined segment of w;. In the second situation, if the other chosen position is at the left (right) of the middle a of the underlined segment of w/, then player II will choose his positions in the segment up to and including the last a of the underlined u-segment (following and including the first a of the underlined v-segment) of wk. 0 For each case, we assume that the preceding cases do not apply. %(s, s') will abbreviate the play of the game 99 where player I, in the first move, chooses s and s' in u.
Case 1: q = pj for some 1 d j < t. Consider B(p, q) and then 9(q, r). Case 2: p = pj for some 1 < j < t and Pj is a (2) first position in u (similar if r = pj for some 1 < j < t and Pj is a (2) last position in u). In order to choose q' and r', consider %(q, r). Let p' = qj. Case 3: pjEgap2 for some 1 < j < t and Pj is a (2) first position in u (similar if Pj E gap3 for some 1 d j d t and Pj is a (2) last position in u). Consider %(q, r), and then %(P, Pj). Case 4: gap1 consists of 1 letter only, say gap1 consists of a's only (similar if gap4 -c1, a). Since, by assumption, the preceding cases do not apply, Q:p and gap2 -c1, 1 or gap2 -c1J a. In order to choose q' and r', consider 9(q, r). In such situations, u[l, q)
)and U(P, 4) "(1, U(P', 4').
Case 5: gap1 consists of 2 letters, say consists of a's and b's (a # b) (similar if gap4 yl, ab). Let c be the other letter in A. We have the following subcases.
Case 5.1: Pj E gap3 for some 1 < j < t, pj is a (1) first position in u and Q:Pj. In order to choose r', consider 9(Pj, r) (player II has to choose qj). We first show that w, and wk are not -C2n + 1, ,,-equivalent. We illustrate a winning strategy for player I. Player I, in the first move, chooses the following (overlined) 2n + 1 positions in wh: In the first case, player II can pick the last xl-segment of the initial (xlx,x,)N-segment of w, and play as in case 1, in the second case, he can choose the last x,-segment, and in the third case, the last x3-segment. The result follows. 0
Between the congruences w(,,~) and -c~, I,,,)
The purpose of this section is to give an inclusion relation between -c,,',~') and -(,,, i,,,). Applications are discussed in the next section. 
Decidability and inclusion results
On 2-dot-depth
This section deals with a first application of the results of the preceding section. Let A*1 -fi be of dot-depth two, i.e. ti is either of the form (n, m) or (n, 1, m). The 2-dot-depth (abbreviated 2dd) of A*/ -% is defined as the smallest n for which A*/ -ti E V,, ,,. We show that the 2-dot-depth of A*/ -cn, ,,,) is computable for an arbitrary A, and the 2-dot-depth of A*/ -cn, 1, ml is computable for IAl = 2. For IA 1 3 3, an upper bound on the 2-dot-depth of A*/ -Cn, l.ml is given. Proof. By Lemma 4.11. 0
On a conjecture of Pin
This section deals with a second application of the results in Section p. We will denote by Y the set of trees on the alphabet {a, G}. Formally, Y is the set of words in (a, a}* congruent to 1 in the congruence generated by the relation aZ = 1. Intuitively, the words in 9 are obtained as follows: we draw a tree and starting from the root we code a for going down and 5 for going up. For example, is coded by aatiaaiiaEa&Ziaii. The number of leaves of a word t in {a, a}*, denoted by l(t), is by definition the number of occurrences of the factor aa in t. Each tree t factors uniquely into t = atltiatzE . . . at& where m > 0 and where the tis are trees. Let t be a tree and let t = tlat2tit3 be a factorization oft. We say that the occurrences of a and a defined by this factorization are related if t, is a tree. Let t and t' be two trees. We say that t is extracted from t' if t is obtained from t' by removing in t' a certain number of related occurrences of a and 5.
To the tree reduced to a point is associated (0, A*}. Then to the tree is associated the boolean algebra ^y; which is generated by all the languages of the form Li,alLi,Uz . . . a,Li,, with 0 < iO < ... < i, < m, where, for 0 < j < r, Lij E ^yl, . In Pin [13] it was shown that if t is extracted from t', then "y; G "y;,, and it was conjectured that if t, t' E F-', ^y c "I/',, if and only if t is extracted from t'. Here, Y denotes the set of trees in which each node is of arity different from 1.
Let fi = (m,, . . . . mk). By induction on k, we define a tree t, as follows: if length(e) = 1, then tti = (LZ~)"'~+ ', for ti = (n, m,, . . . , q), tm = (at(,,, _,,, ,,$)"+'.
It is easy to see that l(t(, ,,..., ,,,,)) is Jlr(mr, . . . (a special case of Lemma 4.1). Hence "+'& 2) c ^y;,, 1). However, it is easy to verify that the tree t(,, 2J is not extracted from the tree tc2, 1,: q
Equations and the VI,, 's
The problem of finding equations satisfied in the monoid variety V, and the monoid varieties V2, ", a problem related to the decidability of V, and the V,, .'s, is the subject of this section. w= Un>&n>n W(w,, wk). We say that W is ultimately defined by the equations w, = wh (m > 0): this corresponds to the fact that a monoid M is in W if and only if M satisfies the equations w, = wh for all m sufficiently large. The equational approach to varieties is discussed in Eilenberg [9] . Eilenberg showed that every monoid variety is ultimately defined by a sequence of equations. For example, the monoid variety Vof aperiodic monoids is ultimately defined by the equations x" = xm+i (m > 0). 
Generalizations to the congruences -r7
This section gives generalizations of some of the results in Section 4. Proof. The special case k' = 2 is Lemma 4.3. The general statement follows from that special case and Lemma 2.2 since "(n ,,..., II&,) c "(n I,..', n,,n,+, ,..., nt,) z -U% ,...1 nr), "Ktn,, I,..., nt,)). q
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